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Abstract. The Recognizing Textual Entailment System shown here is based on
the use of a broad-coverage parser to extract dependency relationships; in addi-
tion, WordNet relations are used to recognize entailment at the lexical level. The
work investigates whether the mapping of dependency trees from text and hy-
pothesis give better evidence of entailment than the matching of plain text alone.
While the use of WordNet seems to improve system’s performance, the notion
of mapping between trees here explored (inclusion) shows no improvement, sug-
gesting that other notions of tree mappings should be explored such as tree edit
distances or tree alignment distances.
1 Introduction
Textual Entailment Recognition (RTE) aims at deciding whether the truth of a text en-
tails the truth of another text called hypothesis. This concept has been the basis for the
PASCAL1 RTE Challenge [3].
The system presented here is aimed at validating the hypothesis that (i) a certain
amount of semantic information could be extracted from texts by means of the syntactic
structure given by a dependency analysis, and that (ii) lexico-semantic information such
as WordNet relations can improve RTE.
In short, the techniques involved in this system are the following:
– Dependency analysis of texts and hypothesises.
– Lexical entailment between dependency tree nodes using WordNet.
– Mapping between dependency trees based on the notion of inclusion.
For the experiments, the PASCAL RTE Challenge 2005 corpora have been used.
Two corpora are available, one for training and a second used to test systems’ perfor-
mance after training. Each corpus is compound by a set of hypothesis and text pairs
where the objective is to determine whether the text entails the hypothesis or not for
each pair.
In section 2 the architecture of the proposed system is described. Section 3 shows
how lexical entailment is accomplished. Section 4 presents the methodology followed
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to evaluate matching between dependency trees. Section 5 describes the experiments
accomplished with the system. In section 6 the results obtained are shown. Finally,
some conclusions are given.
2 System’s Architecture
The proposed system is based on surface techniques of lexical and syntactic analysis.
It works in a non-specic way, not giving any kind of special treatment for the differ-
ent tasks considered in the Challenge (Comparable Documents, Question Answering,
etcetera) [3].
System’s components, whose graphic representation is shown in gure 1, are the
following:
1. A dependency parser, based on Lin’s Minipar [9], which normalizes data from
the corpus of text and hypothesis pairs and accomplishes the dependency analysis,
generating a dependency tree for every text and hypothesis.
2. A lexical entailment module, which takes the information given by the parser and
returns the hypothesis’ nodes that are entailed by the text. A node is a vertex of the
dependency tree, associated with a lexical unit and containing all the information
computed by the dependency parser (lexical unit, lemma, part-of-speech, etcetera).
This module uses WordNet in order to nd multiwords and synonymy, similarity,
hyponymy, WordNet’s entailment and negation relations between pairs of lexical
units, as shown in section 3.
3. A matching evaluation module, which searches for paths into hypothesis’ depen-
dency tree, conformed by lexically entailed nodes. It works as described in section
4.
Fig. 1. System’s architecture.
The system accepts pairs of text snippets (text and hypothesis) at the input and
gives a boolean value at the output: TRUE if the text entails the hypothesis and FALSE
otherwise.
3 Lexical Entailment
A module of lexical entailment is applied over the nodes of both text and hypothesis, as
shown in gure 1. This module gets its input from the output of the dependency parser
(see gure 1); as described in section 2, the dependency parser provides a dependency
tree for every text and hypothesis. The output of the module of lexical entailment is a
list of pairs (T,H) where T is a node in the text tree whose lexical unit entails the lexical
unit of the node H in the hypothesis tree. This entailment at the word level considers
WordNet relations, detection of WordNet multiwords and negation, as follows:
3.1 Synonymy and Similarity
The lexical unit T entails the lexical unit H if they can be synonyms according to Word-
Net or if there is a relation of similarity between them. Some examples were found
in the PASCAL Challenge training corpus such as, for example: discover and reveal,
obtain and receive, lift and rise, allow and grant, etcetera.
The rule implemented in the lexical entailment module was the following:
– entails(T, H) IF synonymy(T, H) OR WN similarity(T, H)
As an example, for the lexical units allow and grant, since synonymy(allow, grant)
is TRUE then the module determines that entails(allow, grant), i.e., allow and grant are
lexically entailed by a synonymy relation. Another example is given for the lexical units
discover and reveal: since WN similarity(discover, reveal) is TRUE, then the module
determines that entails(discover, reveal) is TRUE.
3.2 Hyponymy and WordNet Entailment
Hyponymy and entailment are relations between WordNet synsets having a transitive
property. Some examples after processing the training corpus of PASCAL Challenge
are: glucose entails sugar, crude entails oil, kill entails death.
The rules implemented were:
– entails(T, H) IF exists a synset ST including T and a synset SH including H such
as hyponymy(ST ,SH)
– entails(T, H) IF exists a synset ST including T and a synset SH including H such
as WN en-tailment(ST ,SH)
– entails(T, H) IF exists a path from a synset ST including T to a synset SH including
H conformed by hyponymy and/or WordNet entailment relations
Thus, T entails H if a synset ST including T is a hyponym of a synset SH includ-
ing H, considering transitivity. For example, glucose and sugar are lexically entailed
because a path of an only hyponymy relation exists between a synset of glucose and
a synset of sugar. Another example is given for the lexical units kill and death, where
synsets containing them are related through a WordNet entailment relation.
3.3 Multiwords
There are many multiwords in WordNet showing useful semantic relations with other
words and multiwords. The recognition of multiwords needs an extra processing in
order to normalize their components. For example, the recognition of the multiword
came down requires the previous extraction of the lemma come, because the multiword
present in WordNet is come down.
The variation of multiwords does not happen only because of lemmatization. Some-
times there are some characters that change as, for example, a dot in an acronym or a
proper noun with different wordings. For this reason, a fuzzy matching between can-
didate and WordNet multiwords was implemented using the edit distance of Leven-
shtein [8]. If the two strings differ in less than 10%, then the matching is permitted.
For example, the multiword Japanise capital in hypothesis 345 of the training cor-
pus was translated into the WordNet multiword Japanese capital, allowing the entail-
ment between Tokyo and it. These are some other examples of entailment after mul-
tiword recognition; because of synonymy blood glucose and blood sugar, Hamas and
Islamic Resistance Movement or Armed Islamic Group and GIA can be found; because
of hyponymy, some examples in the corpus are: war crime entails crime and melanoma
entails skin cancer.
3.4 Negation and Antonymy
Negation is detected after nding leaves with a negation relationship with its father in
the dependency tree. This negation relationship is then propagated to its ancestors until
the head. For example, gures 2 and 3 show an excerpt of the dependency trees for the
training examples 74 and 78 respectively. Negation at node 11 of text 74 is propagated
to node 10 (neg(will)) and node 12 (neg(change)). Negation at node 6 of text 78 is
propagated to node 5 (neg(be)). Therefore, entailment is not possible between a lexical
unit and its negation. For example, before considering negation, node 5 in text 78 (be)
entails node 4 in hypothesis 78 (be). Now, this entailment is not possible.
The entailment between nodes affected by negation is implemented considering
the antonymy relation of WordNet, and applying the previous processing to them (sec-
tions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3). For example, since node 12 in text 74 is negated (neg(change)), the
antonyms of change are considered in the entailment relations between text and hypoth-
esis. Thus, neg(change) in text entails continue in the hypothesis because the antonym
of change, stay, is a synonym of continue.
4 Mapping between Dependency Trees
Dependency trees give a structured representation for every text and hypothesis. The no-
tion of mapping [13] between dependency trees can give an idea about how semantically
similar are two text snippets; this is because a certain semantic information is implic-
itly contained into dependency trees. The technique used here to evaluate a matching
between dependency trees is inspired in Lin’s proposal [10] and is based on the notion
of tree inclusion [6].
Fig. 2. Dependency trees for pair 74 from training corpus. Entailment is TRUE.
Fig. 3. Dependency trees for pair 78 from training corpus. Entailment is FALSE.
An abstract hypothesis’ dependency tree and its respective abstract text’s depen-
dency tree are shown in gure 4, as an example. Thick lines are used to represent both
the hypothesis’ matching branches and the text’s branches containing nodes that show
a lexical entailment with a node from the hypothesis. Note that not every node from a
branch of the text’s dependency tree must show a lexical entailment with another node
from the hypothesis, while a branch from the hypothesis is considered a matching
branch only if all its nodes are involved in a lexical entailment with a node from the
respective branch from the text’s dependency tree.
Fig. 4. Example for hypothesis’ matching branches.
The subtree conformed by all the matching branches from a hypothesis’ dependency
tree is included in the respective text’s dependency tree. The work hypothesis assumes
that the larger is the included subtree of the hypothesis’ dependency tree, the more
semantically similar are the text and the hypothesis. Thus, the existence or absence of
an entailment relation from a text to its respective hypothesis is determined by means
of the portion of the hypothesis’ tree that is included in the text’s tree.
Informally, this tree overlap measures how large is the hypothesis’ dependency sub-
tree included in the text’s dependency tree with respect to the whole hypothesis’ depen-
dency tree. A higher degree of matching between dependency trees has been taken as
indicative of a semantic relation. The threshold to determine whether there exists an
entailment relation between a text and a hypothesis is obtained after training the system
with the development corpus.
5 Experiments
Some experiments were accomplished in order to obtain feedback about successive
improvements made to our system. For this purpose, several settings were trained over
the development corpus and evaluated against the test corpus.
– System 1
• Lexical level: No special processing for lexical entailment, but the coincidence
between a word from the text and the hypothesis.
• Entailment decision: build a decision tree using C4.5 [11] over the training
corpus and use this tree to classify the test samples. The set of attributes for
building the decision tree were:
∗ Number of nodes in the hypothesis’ dependency tree.
∗ Number of nodes in the hypothesis’ dependency tree not entailed by any
node in the text’s dependency tree.
∗ Percentage of entailed nodes from the hypothesis’ dependency tree.
– System 2
• Lexical level: lexical entailment as described in section 3.
• Entailment decision: same as system 1.
– System 3
• Lexical level: same as system 2.
• Entailment decision: same as systems 1 and 2, but adding boolean attributes to
the decision tree specifying whether nodes showing a subject or object relations
with their fathers have failed or not (i.e., if they have not been entailed by any
node from the text).
– System 4
• Lexical level: same as systems 2 and 3.
• Entailment decision: applying the algorithm from section 4 based on the notion
of tree inclusion [6].
6 Results
Overall results are shown in table 1. The behavior of all the systems is quite similar
except for system 4 that obtains the lower accuracy. The use of the lexical entailment
module based on WordNet slightly increases accuracy (system 2 with respect to system
1); however, the inclusion of attributes in the decision tree related to the syntactic role
(subject and object) does not improve the performance in our setting (system 3). Fi-
nally, the overlapping algorithm based on the notion of tree inclusion did not obtain the
expected performance (system 4).
Some questions arise about the mapping between dependency trees approach. Though
the notion of inclusion is not enough for RTE, some other notions such as tree align-
ment distance [2] [4] or tree edit distance [2] [4]] seem more promising as shown in [7].
Nevertheless, the results obtained by systems 2 and 3 are close to those obtained with
the best approaches in PASCAL RTE Challenge [3].
Table 1. Accuracy values of the systems
Accuracy
System 1 55.87%
System 2 56.37%
System 3 56.25%
System 4 54.75%
7 Conclusions and Future Work
The use of lexical resources such as WordNet aimed at recognizing entailment and
equivalence relations at the lexical level for improving system’s performance. In this
direction, the next step is to recognize and evaluate entailment between numeric ex-
pressions, Named Entities and temporal expressions.
A mapping of dependency trees based on the notion of inclusion (as shown here)
is not enough to tackle appropriately the problem, with the possible exception of Com-
parable Document [3] tasks. A higher lexical overlap does not mean a semantic entail-
ment and a lower lexical overlap does not mean different semantics. Other mapping
approaches based on the notions of tree edit distance or tree alignment distance seem
more promising [7].
Both lexical and syntactic issues to be improved have been detected. At the lexical
level, some kind of paraphrasing detection would be useful; for example, in pair 96 of
the training corpus (see table 2) is necessary to detect the equivalence between same-sex
and gay or lesbian; or, in pair 128 (see table 2), come into conflict with and attacks must
be detected as equivalent. Previous work has been developed; for example, Szpektor et
al. (2004) [12] propose a web-based method to acquire entailment relations; Barzilay
and Lee (2003) [1] use multiple-sentence alignment to learn paraphrases in an unsu-
pervised way; or Hermjakob et al. (2002) [5] show how WordNet can be extended as a
reformulation resource.
Table 2. Pairs 96 and 128 from the training corpus
Text 96: The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has cleared the way for lesbian and gay
couples in the state to marry, ruling that government attorneys “failed to identify any
constitutionally adequate reason” to deny them the right.
Hypothesis 96: U.S. Supreme Court in favor of same-sex marriage
Text 128: Hippos do come into conflict with people quite often.
Hypothesis 128: Hippopotamus attacks human.
Sometimes, two related words are not considered because their lemmas (provided
by the dependency parser) are different or a semantic relation between them can not be
found; for example, in pair 128 of the training corpus the relations between Hippos and
Hippopotamus and the relation between people and human are not detected.
Other problem is that, in certain cases, a high matching between hypothesis’ nodes
and text’s nodes is given but, simultaneously, hypothesis’ branches match with disperse
text’s branches; then, syntactic relations between substructures of the text and the hy-
pothesis must be analyzed in order to determine the existence of an entailment.
Some other future lines of work include:
– A detailed analysis of the corpora, with the aim of determining what kinds of in-
ference are necessary in order to tackle successfully the entailment detection. For
example: temporal relations, spatial relations, numeric relations, relations between
named entities, paraphrase detection, etcetera; and the development of the corre-
sponding subsystems.
– The development of improved mapping algorithms between trees, such as the tree
edit distance or an alignment distance [2] [4].
Hence, it is observed that for RTE is necessary to tackle a wide set of linguistic
phenomena in a specic way, both at the lexical level and at the syntactic level.
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